

 PRELUDE: 
   A human male walks down the slope of a sandy beach. Without hesitation he enters the crystal blue sea and disappears. Several minutes later he reappears accompanied by a blue/green woman whose face could define the word "beauty".

Host John A. says:
		 ********BEGIN PHARAOH MISSION******** "What the Sea Grants..."

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::sitting in the Ready room, drinking some coffee::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::standing on bridge, momentarily post-less:: ::hair starts getting in eyes::

CEO Starks says
		: :: in main engineering monitoring power distribution levels::

 TO Calma says:
		 Mumbles: Uggh... ::flips hair back with little success::

 FCO Anderson says
		:::at the helm of the Pharaoh::

[XO Fowler says:
		 ::Walking from her quarters, on way to the bridge::
 
[SO Ikari says
		: ::stretches out in quarters, heads to bridge::

[Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE PHARAOH MEETS THE FREIGHTER WASHEESHLA NEAR 
THE FORMER DMZ

CMO Lee says: 
		::waking from a long slumber::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::reading extended mission report from Starfleet::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::yawns, feels still a mite weak::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::In TL, arrives at the bridge and exits TL::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::Enters bridge and sits down at SCI I::

CMO Lee says:
		 ::gets ready and leaves his quarters for sickbay::

 TO Calma says:
		 XO: Am I to fill in for OPS today, ma'am?

XO Fowler says:
		 CTO: How is everything going?

XO Fowler says:0
		 TO: Yes.

CTO Riker says:
		 XO: good  sir

SO Ikari says:
		 ::thinks it's kind of funny that both the CSO and the CNS are missing::

 TO Calma says:
		 XO: Aye sir. ::Strides to OPS station::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::looks at the Federation peace award, won by his predecessor::

Host John A. says:
<Washleeshla> *COM* Pharaoh: We are ready Pharaoh, best cruise speed, warp 8

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM* CO: Sir, the freighter reports ready.

 TO Calma says:
		 ::updates readings::

 CO Terrance says: 
		*XO*: Very well Number One, continue the escort!

CEO Starks says:
		 *COM TO: Mr. Calma I've transferred AUX. power to main sensor arrays. if you need 
anything more I'll kick it in  from other systems

CMO Lee says:
		 ::arrives in sickbay and begins to go through the crew roster for medical 
examinations::

 TO Calma says: 
		*CEO*: Thanks, Jimmy.

XO Fowler says: 
		*COM* Washeeshla: Aye. Warp 8

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::zips up uniform and stands up, straightening it in the mirror::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::opens up LRS::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::notices AUX power boost power levels::

Host John A. says:
		 *COM* Pharaoh, were right behind you. Washleesha out.

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::picks up combadge and pins it on his uniform, then heads for the door::

XO Fowler says: 
		: You heard them. Lets move out

 TO Calma says: 
		XO: Aye sir.

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE SHIPS MOVE INTO THE FORMER DMZ

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::walks out of the RR and heads to the bridge::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CEO: Sir, we've realigned the plasma injectors. Any further orders?

XO Fowler says: 
		All: Captain on the bridge

 CO Terrance says:
		 All: As you were!

 TO Calma says: 
		::stands::

SO Ikari says: 
		::stands up and grins::

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Report please Nancy

 TO Calma says:
		 ::sits again::

CEO Starks says: 
		CPO: great! I need you to take the power distribution station here while I head to the 
bridge.

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: The Washleesha is right behind us and we are ready for warp 8

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CEO: Aye, sir .::moves to station and begins watch::

CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Engage!

 FCO Anderson says:
		XO: Aye sir:: engages warp 8::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::takes centre seat::

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: We should be in sensor range of Hohn IV pretty soon sir.

CEO Starks says: 
		::walks onto the bridge and takes angineering station::

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Aye sir. FCO: engage

 FCO Anderson says:
		XO: aye sir ::engages::

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Good. Let me know when you get it on sensors, please

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: TWO SMALL HOHNLAN WARSHIPS APPEAR ON SRS.

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Sir, I've got two Hohnlan warships on sensors

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Crosses over to SCI I::

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: Sir, two Hohnlan warships.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::hands tap on the panels as he tweaks the intermix::

CEO Starks says: 
		*COM* CPO: Be ready to route Emergency power through the EPS manifold. you'll 
have to do it manually if the captain calls for it. we've had some...trouble with it in the past 

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Hail them

 TO Calma says: 
		::starts watching EPS manifolds::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO* Understood, sir. Manual override....on line.

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Hail the Hohnlan ships

CMO Lee says:
		 ::heads up to the bridge::

 TO Calma says: 
		::opens channel:: CO: Channel open, sir.

 CO Terrance says:
		 *Hohnlan*: This is Captain Andrew Terrance of the USS Pharaoh, representing the 
United Federation of Planets.  Good day!

TO Calma says:
		 ::pops a little flag on the EPS manifold power levels, reminding him to watch for 
problems::

Host John A. says: 
		*COM* Fed Vessel: We cannot allow Cardassian aide to pass through our 
space. Turn around at once!

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::thinks uh oh::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::checks the plasma flow through the manifold::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Glances at the CO with raised eyebrow::

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Hohn*: Captain, I suggest that you back down.  This is vital aide that is needed by 
the Cardassians

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Sound yellow alert

 TO Calma says: 
		::pulls up a screen to shut down nonessentials if Red Alert is called::

CMO Lee says: 
		::arrives on the bridge and takes his station at damage control::

Host John A. says:
		 *COM* Fed Vessel: We will use force if necessary. Your last warning

 TO Calma says: 
		::sets Yellow Alert::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO* Sir, plasma flow within the manifold is within tolerance levels.

CEO Starks says:
		 ::turns to CMO and whispers:: CMO: good to se you again Sir

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE SHIPS FIRE OLD STYLE PLASMA TORPEDOS AT THE 
PHARAOH, TRYING TO FORCE IT AWAY FROM THE FREIGHTER.

CEO Starks says:
		 *COM* CPO: Thanks Zimmerman, just watch it the damn thing wasn't built for a ship 
this size

XO Fowler says:
		 CTO: Shields up

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Hohn*: Captain, we will use force if necessary as well and if you want to take this 
further, then you may have destroyed one ship, but the entire Starfleet will soon be knocking on your door.  We defeated the Dominion, we could do the same to you.  Now stand down your weapons.  If you fire again, we will retaliate!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: rocks with ship::

 TO Calma says: 
		FCO: Alex, get ready to start using that Evasion program..!

CTO Riker says:
		 :: raises  shields ::

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: aye sir

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: Red Alert

SO Ikari says:
		 ::analyzes data from torps fired::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Lock phasers on the weapons of the lead ship and standby!

 TO Calma says:
		 ::shuts down all nonessential systems, sets Red Alert in effect::

XO Fowler says:
		 *COM* All: Red alert. This is not a drill

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHNS ANSWER WITH PHASER FIRE

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::klaxons blare in engineering::

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: This is going well

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Hohn*: Captain, you were warned

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: A NEKLARIAN VESSEL JOINS THE FRAY TO AIDE THE 
PHARAOH. THE HOHNS FIRE ON IT THEN FLEE.

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Thank you Nancy, return fire!

 TO Calma says: 
		::checks power levels::

CEO Starks says: 
		all: what are they thinking they don't stand a chance against a defiant class starship!

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Hail the Neklarians

 CO Terrance says: 
		CTO: Stand down weapons

 TO Calma says: 
		::chuckles at Jimmy's remark::

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Put us on Yellow Alert!

SO Ikari says: XO: 
		The Hohns are out of short range sensors for now

XO Fowler says: 
		TO: Open channel to the Neklarians

 TO Calma says:
		 CO: Aye sir. ::reinstates nonessentials, upgrades condition to Yellow alert::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::opens a channel:: Channel open, sir.

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Scan the Neklarian

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Aye  ::scanning::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE NEKLARS MOVE OFF.

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Now what was that all about?...

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Maybe she's trying to figure out who we are...

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::notices a flashing light::<Crewman>:Get on top of that phaser circuit.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Maybe the Neklarians can shed some light for us 

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: If they'd like to answer our hails

SO Ikari says: 
		::scanning for life forms::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::takes the hint, tries hailing again::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE CARDASSIAN ESCORT HAILS

 TO Calma says: 
		CO: The Cardassian ship is hailing, sir.

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Onscreen

 TO Calma says: 
		::taps a control, Cardassian appears on main screen::

Host John A. says: 
		<Cardassian CO> *COM* Pharaoh: We will take over the escort from here, 
incase  you wish a word with the Hohns... You have my people's gratitude Captain. Good luck.

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Cardassian CO*: Thank you captain, we're glad to give you these supplies

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves over to SCI I and looks at the data from the skirmish::

 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: What do you say we do a little hunting?

SO Ikari says: 
		::looks confused:: CO: Sir... I'm not reading any life forms on the Neklarian ship

XO Fowler says:
		 CO: Sounds good to me sir. 

SO Ikari says: 
		::Makes room for Nancy::

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Try again please Ike

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE FREIGHTER FOLLOWS THE CARDASSIANS

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::power distribution remains steady::

 CO Terrance says:
		 FCO: Plot a course after the Hohns and engage at maximum warp

 CO Terrance says: 
		CEO: Can we do max warp for long?

CEO Starks says: 
		ALL: well so much for the escort job. 

XO Fowler says: 
		::Watches Ike scan again::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::pops a text message to the CPO:: ^ CPO: Good job. ^

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: aye sir ::plots course and engages at maximum warp::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Ok sir.  ::scanning for life forms again, with neuro-scans::

CEO Starks says: 
		::proudly:: CO: captain this baby will do warp 9.98 for half a day!

 TO Calma says:
		 CEO: Oh, I know, eh?

 CO Terrance says: 
		CO: Good work Jimmy

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::looks surprised but grateful as the message appears::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Nothing sir.  No life patterns of any kind.

XO Fowler says: 
		SO: Ike copy the data over to that monitor, please ::Points at empty station::

 CO Terrance says:
		 SO: Well, we can't stay at the moment, but configure a probe and send it back.  Do 
you concur, Number One?

 TO Calma says:
		 SO: Could be remote controlled, Shinji.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: We should program the probe to let us know the moment they come back

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Good idea.  Ike, do as the XO says.

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Aye  ::sends info to the monitor, then works on the probes diagnostics::

CMO Lee says:
		 ::checks all decks for damage and causality reports::

XO Fowler says:
		 SO: Here Ike, run this into the probe ::Taps a few commands onto a PADD and 
hands it to Ike::

Host John A. says:
		 ACTION: THE CTO REELS AND FAINTS AT HIS STATION

 CO Terrance says: 
		::spins around and sees the CTO::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: From what I can tell, it's a normal ship.  Has all the equipment and gizmos like a 
normal ship, just no crew.

XO Fowler says: 
		CMO: Doc. ::Goes over to the CTO::

 CO Terrance says:
		 CMO: Doc, take him to sickbay, now!

SO Ikari says:
		 ::Takes PADD and enters info into probe::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::looks over:: Mumbles: Aww, crap..

CMO Lee says:
		 ::sees CTO fall and walks to his side::

CMO Lee says: 
		::takes out tricorder and begins to scan CTO::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::slaves Tactical to his own station::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Ready to launch the probe sir.

 CO Terrance says:
		 SO: Launch

 CO Terrance says:
		 *CPO Zimmerman*: Mr Zimmerman, please report to the bridge!

SO Ikari says:
		 ::launches probe on intercept course toward Neklarian ship::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE HOHNLAN SHIPS  HEAD FOR THE JOCFAL SYSTEM, 
TRYING TO LOSE THE PHARAOH BEHIND JOCFAL III.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CO* On my way, sir. ::turns to the crew in engineering::

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Status of our prey?

CMO Lee says:
		 ::sees that CTO will be okay but he needs to be in sickbay::

CEO Starks says:
		 CO: I'll be in main engineering

 CO Terrance says:
		 CEO: No problem

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: They seem to be trying to hid in the Jocfal system

SO Ikari says:
		XO: Sensors are starting to fade.  Jocfal III is causing some interference.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		<CREW> Okay you mugs.  Keep this room in one piece for Lt. Stark. ::Heavily:: 
Understand?

CEO Starks says:
		 ::Passes Zimmerman in the hall:: CPO: it's a zoo up there

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Stay with them

 TO Calma says:
		 ::boosts power to the sensors::

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Boost power to the sensors

SO Ikari says: 
		::nods at CO::

CMO Lee says: 
		Computer: Medical Emergency Transport.  ::stands by CTO as they are beamed to 
sickbay::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		 ::nods to CEO::

 TO Calma says: 
		CO: Already done, sir.

 CO Terrance says:
		 FCO: Don't lose them, stay on top of them

CEO Starks says: 
		::climbs down ladder into main engineering::

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Good job Mr Calma

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: aye sir

 TO Calma says:
		 ::blushes::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::hustles up to bridge and assumes TAC 1::

CMO Lee says:
		 ::materializes in sickbay::

CMO Lee says: 
		::drags CTO onto a biobed::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: Sir, the planetary interference is too much.  I'm losing them.

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::stops in front of TAC1 and looks around:: CO: Reporting, sir.

 TO Calma says:
		 ::restores Tactical control::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CPO: Zimmerman, I know its odd, but could you take tactical please?

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Where were they last?

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: Sir? Yes sir...but.

 TO Calma says:
		 ::continues boosting power to sensors::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CPO: But...?

CMO Lee says: 
		::grabs a hypospray and calibrates it, and injects it into the CTO::

 FCO Anderson says:
		:: does some quick maneuvering to keep the Hohn from getting close::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: No buts, sir. ::assume TAC 1::

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Can you locate them?

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Heads over to TAC 1 And brings the CPO up speed::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::nods head as XO explains::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: FOUR HOHN SHIPS APPEAR FROM BEHIND A MOON AND PIN    
THE PHARAOH AGAINST THE PLANET.

 TO Calma says: 
		::increases shield power to the side where the ships are in a specialized 
configuration::

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: We've got new problems sir.

 CO Terrance says: 
		All: Red Alert!

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Notices the ships on the TAC 1 sensors::

CMO Lee says:
		 ::as soon as CTO's condition is stable, he heads back to the bridge for trouble is 
abrewing::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::proximity alarm goes off at station::

 TO Calma says: 
		::takes nonessentials offline again::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::attempts to acquire weapons lock on lead ship::

 CO Terrance says: 
		TO: Hail the ships

XO Fowler says: 
		::Moves back to the CO's side::

 TO Calma says: 
		::taps console:: CO: Hailing frequencies open, sir.

CEO Starks says: 
		engineering crewmen: okay crew take positions around the EPS sytems and the 
interlocks we usually get hit hard

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: NO RESPONSE TO HAILS AS THEY CLOSE THE LOOP

SO Ikari says: 
		::scans the planet::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: Sir, torpedoes and phaser on your order..

 CO Terrance says: 
		*Hohn*: Hohn vessels, this is Captain Andrew Terrance of the USS Pharaoh.  We 
were fired upon by two of your ships during an escort mission of aide to the Cardassians.  As a result, I have sent a message to Starfleet command and as we speak, there are five Starships on their way here, less than half a day a way.  I want to speak to someone in command!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		All: Aaaahhhh, weapons lock achieved.

 CO Terrance says: 
		::hopes the bluff works::

Host John A. says: 
ACTION: ALL SIX SHIPS FIRE AT THE PHARAOH, CRUSHING IT'S SHEILDS  AND KNOCKING ALL SYSTEMS OFF-LINE.

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Sir, we could try to enter the atmosphere and try to lose them down there.

XO Fowler says: 
		CPO: Hold on for now 

SO Ikari says:
		 ::Rocks from impact::

 CO Terrance says: 
		All: Report!!!!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		:: grabs stations::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::pulls emergency systems up:: All systems are offline!

CEO Starks says:
		 :: rocked by multiple explosions in Engineering::

CMO Lee says:
		 ::arrives on bridge only to be greeted by the rocking of the ship::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		All: Shields are down!

 TO Calma says: 
		::sadly watches the little digital sliders fall::

CEO Starks says: 
		Damn! *CO*: We've got the mains down all across the board!!!

CMO Lee says:
		 ::sits down at his station::

 CO Terrance says: 
		FCO: Can we carry out the SO's suggestion, can we enter the planet?

 FCO Anderson says:
		::rocks from impact almost falls off chair::

XO Fowler says: 
		CPO: Weapons?

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: aye sir entering the atmosphere

 CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Get me maneuvering online now Jimmy, before anything else!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		XO: Negative. Launchers off line. Phaser down!

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE SHIP TUMBLES INTO THE ATMOSPERE.

CEO Starks says: 
		*CO* Aye Sir!!!

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Blue Alert!

 TO Calma says:
		 ::desperately tries to reinstate engine power::

SO Ikari says: 
		::grabs armrests on chair::

 FCO Anderson says:
		::struggles for control of the ship::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::grimaces, already feeling the tug of gravity against his bones::

CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, let me put it to you this way.  We're in a planet's atmosphere, we need 
to be sure to get out again.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: Weapons are offline. ::Takes breath::  *COM* All: Blue alert

 FCO Anderson says:
		::engages maneuvering thrusters::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::yells over rushing gas:: Crewmen: Lantx Gregory, Get the thrusters online now!!! 
divert from life support sub systems and ...

CEO Starks says: 
		...anything else you can muster!!

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO:
		sir the planets gravity has got us.


 CO Terrance says:
		 XO: I hope those Hohnlans stay up there

 TO Calma says: 
		FCO: Alex, make the ship as flat as you can!

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: What class is this planet?

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I hope so too. 

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: A COOLANT LEAK DEVELOPS IN ENGINEERING

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: aye sir

CMO Lee says:
		 ::activates emergency force fields on decks 4 & 5::

CEO Starks says: 
		*CO* Sir! Coolant leak I have to evac. main engineering!!!

SO Ikari says: 
		CO: It's an M class sir.  ::looks over at CO and XO::

 CO Terrance says: 
		FCO: Find a piece of land on nav sensors!

 TO Calma says:
		 ::working like a madman to reinstate engine power::

 CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Jimmy, get out of there!

CEO Starks says:
		 ::runs to down crewmen:: ALL: Everyone out!!! NOW!!!

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO; aye sir ::begins to scan::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		All: I can't get weapons back!

SO Ikari says:
		 FCO: There's not too much land on this one

 CO Terrance says: 
		CPO: Forget about weapons

XO Fowler says: 
		::Looks at the SO and then the CO. Moves over to a station and starts tapping 
commands::

 TO Calma says: 
		::tries working through backup systems::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CMO: Get to sickbay, there may be wounded from the coolant leak!

CMO Lee says: 
		CO: Aye, sir.

XO Fowler says: 
		CO: I can't get anything so far.

CEO Starks says: 
		::tries to pick up crewman Lantz:: ::looks around room:: Gregory: Mr. Gregory!! Get 
out now I'm sealing the room. Take Lantz to Sickbay!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: I'm moving to engineering station!

CMO Lee says:
		 ::gets up and heads for sickbay::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Still tapping::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: I'm moving to engineering station!

CMO Lee says: 
		::gets up and heads for sickbay::

XO Fowler says: 
		::Still tapping::

 CO Terrance says:
		 CPO: Try and get us landing thrusters Mr Zimmerman!

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: sir there is a small atoll with in gliding range

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::moves to engineering::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::has a sudden thought; cuts all power to the warhead::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::walks up to FCO::

CEO Starks says:
		 ::seals engineering after Lantz and Gregory are out::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::places hand on shoulder::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::EPS system is a mess::

CEO Starks says: 
		::as doors fall I roll under and tap combadge::

 CO Terrance says: 
		FCO: It's a bum job, but your the only guy who can save the ship
               at this moment. I need you to set us down on that Atoll and do it so that we can take 
                             off again!

CMO Lee says:
 	 ::arrives in sickbay and waits for possible causalities::

CEO Starks says: 
	*CO* Sir! main engineering sealed and uninhabitable! I have wounded 
              headed for sickbay!

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::reroutes batteries into power grid::

 FCO Anderson says:
		CO: aye sir I’ll try

 CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Good work Jimmy. Are you okay?

 TO Calma says:
		 ::takes the surge of power and routes to available helm controls::

 FCO Anderson says:
		::sets glide course for the atoll::

 CO Terrance says: 
		FCO: Easy son, you'll do okay

 TO Calma says: 
		FCO: You've got a little more power Alex..

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: Sir, we've got battery power to the thrusters! Enough to slow 
                               us...we're going in hard!

CEO Starks says: 
		*CO* ::coughs:: I live sir I'm on my way to the jefferys tube to
                              try to re route emergency batteries to the tthrusters
 
 CO Terrance says:
		 *CEO*: Good work Jimmy

CMO Lee says: 
		::helps Mr. George with crewman Lantz::

 FCO Anderson says:
		::sees the atoll and aims for a clearing::

 CO Terrance says: 
		*All Hands*: We're attempting an emergency landing on a small Atoll. 
                              Brace for impact!!!

CMO Lee says: 
		::puts them both on biobeds::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::walks back to the big chair and sits down, grabbing on::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::adds power to the IDF and SIF::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		*CEO* Sir We've got an overload in the main battery pack!

CEO Starks says:
		 ::enter jefferys tube and braces against wall::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::hooks feet around chair::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Holds on and says quick prayer to the Gods::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::grabs stations::

CMO Lee says: 
		:quickly secures the three patients to the bio beds::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::starts to remove power from main battery to try to cool it::

 FCO Anderson says:
		::engages landing thrusters::

CEO Starks says: 
		*CPO* Ignore it! it's all dead in a few min anyway I'm trying to
                            get you emergency batteries from the Aux. control relays!

 TO Calma says: 
		::tries finding any remnant power::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::frantically tries to cool the system::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::tries finding any remnant power::

CO Terrance says: 
		*All Hands*: Brace!  Brace!

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Grabs hold::

CEO Starks says: 
		::bracing::

 TO Calma says: 
		::desperately tries to strengthen SIF and IDF::

Host John A. says: 
ACTION: THE  SHIP SKIPS LIKE A STONE ACROSS THE OCEAN, IT'S NOSE COMING TO REST ON A SMALL ATOLL.

 FCO Anderson says:
		:: opens landing struts and makes a rough landing on the atoll::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::is thrown from his chair::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::falls to the deck, landing on the XO::

XO Fowler says:
		 ::Thinks to self:: Self: This is going to hurt

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::flies backwards onto the deck ::

 FCO Anderson says:
		::thrown from the helm chair::

SO Ikari says:
		 ::shakes head:: Self: ow...

CPO Zimmerman says:
		All: OOOOOFFFFF!

CEO Starks says: 
		::tumbles down Jeffrey’s tube hitting head against a closed hatchway::

 TO Calma says:
		 ::impacts the FCO's station::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::rubs head::

CMO Lee says:
		 ::flies across the room::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::sits up, getting off the XO::

 TO Calma says: 
		::slumps to the ground::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::wheezes, attempting to catch breath::

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: I hope you weren’t getting any ideas Nancy

 FCO Anderson says:
		::slowly starts to get up::

Host John A. says: 
		ACTION: THE PHARAOH LIES IN PART SUBMERGED, AFT PORTIONS OF 
DECKS 3 AND 4 FLOODING AS FORCE FIELDS FAIL.

 CO Terrance says: 
		Bridge Crew:  Everyone okay?

SO Ikari says: 
		XO: Sir, we have wounded  ::points to the TO::

 TO Calma says: 
		::desperately tries to breath while seeing things blearily as he slips from 
consciousness::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::mutters to self:: I'm too old for this....

 CO Terrance says: 
		SO: Ike, try and see if the TO is okay

 CO Terrance says: 
		CPO: Zimmerman, you living?

CEO Starks says: 
		:: Jeffrey’s tube fills with water as I try to sit up holding a head wound::

 TO Calma says: 
		::sees the room spinning in two different directions as things start to go black::


 FCO Anderson says
		:::returns to the FCO station to see the state of the ship::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: One piece, Captain. One piece.
 
SO Ikari says:
		 ::looking confused:: CO: Aye... ::rushes over to TO::

CMO Lee says: 
		::checks three patients::

CPO Zimmerman says:
		::pulls himself to the engineering console::

 CO Terrance says: 
		CPO: Zimmerman, I need to know what the ship is in.  IE, are we sunk, half and half 
or else on the land?

SO Ikari says:
		 ::grabs TO's shoulders:: TO: You okay?

 TO Calma says:
		 ::sees the SO rise over him as he passes out::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::looks at Nancy, she hasn't replied::

CEO Starks says:
		 :: feels water in slanted tube:: starts trying to climb out the way I came in....head 
really hurts starting to get dizzy::

 TO Calma says: 
		::head lulls to the floor as eyes close::

SO Ikari says: 
		*CMO*: We have wounded on the bridge doctor!

 CO Terrance says: 
		XO: Nancy!

 CO Terrance says: 
		::feels for a pulse::

CPO Zimmerman says:
::looking intently:: CO: Sir, lower decks are under water. Forcefield failures          throughout the ship. ::pauses:: We're taking on water!

CMO Lee says: 
		::gets up and heads for the bridge::

 CO Terrance says: 
		::finds a weak pulse on the XO’s neck::

 TO Calma says: 
		~~~ Somebody help me!!! ~~~

CEO Starks says: 
		::taps badge while trying to climb:: *CO* sir....water in Jeffrey’s 
tube.....a....attempting...

CEO Starks says:
		 ::falls unconscious:: 
 
CPO Zimmerman says:
		CO: Main power is off line. Secondary systems.. damaged.  Some charge in the 
batteries.

CMO Lee says: 
		::walks through the mess of the corridors::

 CO Terrance says: 
		*CEO*: Get out of there and move everyone forward!

XO Fowler says: 
		:: Hears voices, but they sound far away::

 CO Terrance says:
		 ::injects XO with a stimulant::

Host John A. says: 
		******PAUSE MISSION******

.










